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About This Game

1917 - The Alien Invasion is a memorization shooter combined with the fast and frantic action of bullet hell shoot 'em
ups.
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You are in the role of Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an acomplished weapon scientist who upgrades a WW1 triplane with superior
alien technology to attack the invaders. You will avenge mankind and take the battle into the darkness of space until you reach

an ancient alien world.

Features

Fight from Verdun to the heart of the alien world!

Majestic and extravagant pixel art inspired by the golden age of arcades.

Accessible with a fair difficulty curve.

Intense action and highly polished gameplay

8 stages with huge boss encounters.

Bloodshed and gore.
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Psychedelic soundtrack.

Full Xbox controller support.

Digital art book (PDF).

Story

The year is 1917 - war engulfed the earth. Billions were slaughtered at the hands of unprecedented technology in the name of
fanaticism. Yet all previous atrocities were as preambles to an even greater, unforeseeable catastrophe. When on the 15th of

April, a host of aliens descended from war-torn skies and opened fire indiscriminately on soldier and civilian alike, the
foundations of the world were shaken and mankind would face his darkest hour. Against such a terrifying, overwhelming foe,

the scrambling, exhausted nations of Earth had no choice but to put aside their old grudges and fight side by side if they wanted
to avert total extinction – or worse. Still, courage and unity were not enough to match the sheer power of a species so advanced

that the very cosmos proved no obstacle to them.

Meanwhile Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an accomplished scientist, worked tirelessly with her assistant, Harmuth Griesgram, on
developing an experimental airplane codenamed the Red Beezlebub. Based not only on existing aeronautical technology but also
on fragments of alien wrecks from the recent battlefields, this new invention is capable of prolonged atmospheric flight as well
as deep, interstellar travel. Finding no pilots left in any condition – bodily or mentally – to take the pilot seat, the brave doctor

dons the helmet herself and takes the Red Beezlebub on her virgin flight; to the battlefields of Verdun. Her target: the
Chessmaster, the new, self-crowned king of humanity. An usurper and abomination. Fueled by gasoline and hatred, her

Valkyrie's flight will end either in blood-soaked victory or glorious death. Little did she know that he himself is only a piece on
the real player's board, and she is watching Brunhild's every move with greedy, leering eyes…

For more story, watch the German story trailer with english subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IlnvwTxuiQ
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You'll wish you were playing L4D2. Go play L4D2.. At 1.99 its 28c per achievement.. Despite some minor issues with the
platforming that the developer is working to fix, this game is a hidden gem, and really deserves more attention.

I really enjoyed the mix of the horror atmosphere with the cartoon style. Some of the enemies in the game were quite shocking,
they managed to catch me off guard. I also appreciate the combination of the almost painted environments with the hand drawn
style of the characters. It gives the game a wonderful, dream-like quality, almost like a twisted fairy tale. I wish there was more
to the game, and I hadn't just finished it. I wanted to see more ghosts taken from different folklore.

Overall, it was a wonderful experience. The ending really surprised me, and was much more interesting than I was expecting
when I started this game. It was a fantastic twist on what I thought was going on with the story, and made for a wonderful
climax.
. Great game engine thats all i8 have to say, it's much easier than the likes of Unity and unreal as far as navigating around the
toolset and with a basic but good plugin system you can add your own behaviors easily with JS - so you can create any type\/style
game you like. I picked up the engine in a sale for very little money and tbh knowing what i do now i would pay full retail price
for this engine.

To sum it up.

If you just want to get stuck in designing 3D or 2.5D games then this is for you.. This game is criminally underrated and
deserves to be played; especially by Star Fox fans.. Overall a really fun wee game.

Graphics are very well done, the music is catchy (albeit slightly repetitive) and the game mechanics are simple to pick up.
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I recieved a free steam key on a twitch stream from the dev, and naturally, tried it out.

I had so much fun.

Pros:
Pixel art in this game is beautiful. Its great to look at.
Fast Paced, and controls are very responsive.
Even when playing in singleplayer mode, the AI is pretty good so its not you fighting against a boring and lame enemy.
A great game to play with friends(Of course).
Unique variety of worlds. Each world is designed differently, has a brief background, its own "champion" that you can use/fight
against, and each world feels different too, with different mechanics(So far I really like the Water World).
Nice roster of characters to unlock and play as.

Cons:
Online Multiplayer would be an amazing thing to add.
There's no real point to getting every character, because from what I've seen so far...it doesnt really change anything.
Limited amount of content. Its one of these games that once you finished the campaign, had some fun with your friends, and
unlocked all the characters...You wont come back to it a lot. More stuff/updates/expansion/whatever would be nice.

Overall, do I recommend this game? Yes. Defiently yes. Its fun, fast paced with good and responsive controls, has a good ai if
you're playing singleplayer(though you HAVE to play with a friend at at least some point to get the full exprience), and great
visuals.. I used to play the game but i decided to change my review from positive to negative.
The reasons are simple.
1)Developers have reduced the 2.000 dollar prize to mere 250 dollar.
2)The game doesnt have enough answers if combo decks like purple\/blue plays the 4 5\/5 flying drake he will start combo you
until you are dead.Yes you pay 4 mana to do 5 damage but the problem is basic despina herself and the lack of game
mechanic.When Drake's effect activates the game doesnt let you to answer against this combo and it started to get annoying.
3)lack of balance of some cards.Ghoul 3\/3 was a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665example altough they did nerf
it but after begging them for months.
4) and last reason i quitted is because cards like Grand Reunion and Skatador's binding simply they cant be removed because the
game has very lower number of removing spells from the field.Grand Reunion is most of times an auto win card.I hate when
games dont have enough answers.Thats what mostly made me quit it.I hope they do better and learn the lesson because having
no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665removals,having no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665answers
against threats it turns the game to being toxic and being unfun..
\u6211\u8ba9\u4f60\u53bb\u4fee\u7406\u5382\u662f\u4fdd\u517b\u4e00\u4e0b\u987a\u4fbf\u6551\u4e2a\u706b
\u4e0d\u662f\u7ed9\u4f60\u7406\u7531\u628a\u8f66\u5934\u649e\u6241

I order you to go to the repair shop for maintaining the car and putting out the fire.
Not giving you an excuse to flat the front.. Rednoses Everywhere!! Clowns On The Loose By Killing People Go Buy This To
See Clowns Fail At Jugguling!!. As many people have mentioned DO NOT BUY THIS DLC. Games crashes partway through
the story and it's pretty iffy whether you'll be able to find a way past it. Last I checked the developers still have not fixed it or
even acknowledged the issue.. run rabbit run is a awesome game u should buy it. so i played this game for a long time and i have
got kinda good at it. it is a fun coolmath kinda game that you can have fun with for some time. if you are questioning weather to
get this or not 1. you can refund this game 2. extra money that you will never use 3. if you are looking for a one dollar game this
is a good one 4. don't go back to Fortnite just play this game and try to get good at this. P.S. Better then WarRobots and Roblx
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FORTNITE FUNNY. This game is from 1987, were people even alive that long ago? The new graphics lose out on all the soul
from the original sprites, but at least you can actively switch between the two. You're not going to make it through this game
without infinite lives, unless you somehow already know the EXACT route to take through half of these levels. I considered this
game hard as a kid, but now I can see it's just a lot of bullOhit.

Doesn't go over 1080p and there's no online co-op for me to play with my steam friends. This ancient fossilized turd has been
polished to a shine, but it still smells like crap.
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